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[1] During a series of smog chamber experiments, the effects of chemical and
photochemical aging on the ability of organic aerosols generated from ozonolysis of
a‐pinene to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) were investigated. In particular,
the study focused on the relation between oxygenation and the CCN‐derived single
hygroscopicity parameter � for different experimental conditions: varying precursor
concentrations (10–40 ppb), different OH sources (photolysis of HONO either with or
without the addition of NO or ozonolysis of tetramethylethylene), and exposure to light.
Oxygenation was described by the contribution of the aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS)
mass fragment m/z 44 to the total organic signal ( f44) and the oxygen to carbon molar ratio
(O/C), likewise determined with AMS. CCN activity, described by the hygroscopicity
parameter �, was determined with a CCN counter. It was found that f44 increases with
decreasing precursor concentration and with chemical aging, whereas neither of these
affects CCN activity. Overall, � is largely independent of O/C in the range 0.3 < O/C <
0.6 (0.07 < f44 < 0.12), although an empirical unweighted least squares fit was determined:
� = (0.071 ± 0.02) · (O/C) + (0.0785 ± 0.009) for particles with diameter in the range 59–
200 nm. Growth kinetics of activating secondary organic aerosols were found to be
comparable to those of ammonium sulfate and were not influenced by chemical aging.
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1. Introduction

[2] Atmospheric aerosol particles can affect global climate
either by direct interaction with solar radiation or by the so‐
called indirect effect, where particles take up water and grow
into cloud droplets [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, 2007]. Radiative properties of clouds depend on
the size and number concentration of droplets, which is
governed by atmospheric conditions, such as the number of
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and the supersaturation of
water. The ability of aerosol particles to act as CCN depends
on the particle size and chemical composition. Atmospheric

aerosols often comprise a complex, internal mixture, of
which organic compounds constitutes a major fraction [e.g.,
Hallquist et al., 2009; Jimenez et al., 2009]. The organic
fraction also contributes to the CCN activity of the aerosol
particles. Some organic matter is introduced to the atmo-
sphere through primary emissions, and some is formed as
secondary organic aerosols (SOA) through condensation of
products from gas phase oxidation of volatile organic com-
pounds (VOC) of either biogenic or anthropogenic origin.
Several studies have been carried out on the CCN activity
of SOA, either sampled directly from the atmosphere [e.g.,
McFiggans et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2010; Roberts et al.,
2010]; or from smog chamber experiments [e.g., Duplissy
et al., 2008; Jurányi et al., 2009; George and Abbatt, 2010;
Poulain et al., 2010; Lambe et al., 2011a, 2011b]. Among the
most important biogenic SOA precursors are monoterpenes,
such as a‐pinene [Kanakidou et al., 2005].
[3] Duplissy et al. [2008] investigated SOA from photo‐

oxidation of a‐pinene and found that water uptake in the
subsaturated regime (at RH = 95%) strongly depends on
precursor concentration, with precursor concentration rang-
ing from 10 to 183 ppb. Both hygroscopicity and the degree
of oxygenation depend on chemical age [e.g., McFiggans
et al., 2005]. Poulain et al. [2010] concluded that hygro-
scopicity as well as volatility is related to the degree of
oxygenation, likewise under subsaturated conditions (RH =
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99%), in agreement with recent findings [Duplissy et al.,
2011; Tritscher et al., 2011]. A relation between hygro-
scopicity at subsaturated conditions and the degree of
oxygenation has also been observed for ambient aerosols
[e.g., Jimenez et al., 2009]. Several studies have compared
hygroscopic properties at RH < 100% to CCN activation. For
example, both Duplissy et al. [2008] and Jurányi et al.
[2009] reported correspondence within experimental uncer-
tainties between hygroscopicity determined under sub‐ and
supersaturated conditions for SOA produced from photo‐
oxidation of a‐pinene (with initial precursor concentration
of 10–270 ppb). In contrast, Prenni et al. [2007] observed
discrepancies for SOA produced from ozonolysis of a‐
pinene, although the initial precursor concentration was
much greater (>400 ppb) than in the studies byDuplissy et al.
[2008] and Jurányi et al. [2009].
[4] Jurányi et al. [2009] also investigated the dependence

of the CCN activity on precursor concentration (in the range
10–270 ppb) for SOA from a‐pinene, and while that study
confirms the relation between precursor concentration and
hygroscopicity for RH < 100% as shown by Duplissy et al.
[2008], a similar trend is not observed for the CCN activity
within experimental uncertainty. Furthermore, no variation
of CCN activity as a function of chemical aging was detec-
ted. The relation between CCN activity of organic aerosol
particles and the oxygen to carbon molar ratio (O/C) has
been studied in field campaigns and chamber studies, but no
clear trend has been discerned [Chang et al., 2010; Massoli
et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2010; Lambe et al., 2011b].
However, previous studies have demonstrated that properties
such as molar mass and density can also significantly
influence CCN activity [Petters et al., 2009a] for compounds
with similar functional groups, almost identical elemental
composition and thereby also very similar O/C [Rosenørn
et al., 2006].
[5] In contrast to these results, Engelhart et al. [2008]

studied CCN activity for SOA produced from ozonolysis
of a‐pinene, either with or without an OH scavenger,
and observed an increase in CCN activity over time in
experiments without an OH scavenger, at least for the first
few hours after the initial reaction. For experiments where
SOA was generated in the presence of an OH scavenger,
no statistically significant trend in CCN activity was
observed. At the end of each experiment (after ∼9 h), SOA
had approximately the same CCN activity in the two types
of experiments.
[6] Engelhart et al. [2008] produced SOA at a substan-

tially lower relative humidity (RH = 3%–8%) than Jurányi
et al. [2009] (RH = 50%–60%) and the physical proper-
ties of SOA have been shown to depend on the amount of
water vapor available [Poulain et al., 2010]. Finally,
Duplissy et al. [2008] found that monodisperse SOA parti-
cles generated photochemically from a‐pinene in the
presence of NOx (at RH = 53%) became increasingly
more CCN active after 3–23 h of illumination.
[7] In this work, we study the effect of chemical aging

on the CCN activity of SOA produced from ozonolysis of
a‐pinene and aged with OH under various conditions. We
investigate the relation between the single hygroscopicity
parameter � derived from CCN activation and oxygenation
for a range of smog chamber experiments with varying

precursor concentration, various OH sources and duration
of OH exposure.

2. Theory

[8] The equilibrium saturation ratio of water (S) for an
aqueous solution droplet with known size and chemical
composition can be determined using the Köhler equation
[Köhler, 1936]. Here we express it in the following way
[Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Kreidenweis et al., 2005]:

S ¼ p

p0
¼ aw � exp 4Mw�al

RT�wDp

� �
; ð1Þ

where aw is the water activity, Mw is the molar weight of
water, sal is the air‐liquid surface tension, R is the ideal gas
constant, T is the absolute temperature, rw is the density of
water, and Dp is the droplet diameter. From the saturation
ratio, the supersaturation, SS = (S − 1) · 100% is determined.
A plot of SS versus Dp is called a Köhler curve, and the
maximum defines the so‐called critical supersaturation, SSc.
[9] The relationship between the water content of the

droplet and water activity can be described by the single
hygroscopicity parameter �, introduced by Petters and
Kreidenweis [2007]:

1

aw
¼ 1þ �

Vs

Vw
; ð2Þ

where Vs is the solute volume (dry particle volume) and Vw

is the water volume. The most hygroscopic species found in
ambient aerosols have a maximum � of ∼1.3, whereas � = 0
means that the particle is insoluble in water. Combining
equations (1) and (2) yields the equation defining the
“�‐Köhler theory” [Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007]:

SS ¼ D3
p � D3

dry

D3
p � D3

dry 1� �ð Þ exp
4Mw�al

RT�wDp

� �
� 1

 !
� 100%; ð3Þ

where Ddry is the diameter of the dry particle. If � for a
particle with diameter Ddry is inserted into equation (3), the
maximum of SS as a function of Dp is equal to the critical
supersaturation.

3. Experimental Procedure

3.1. SOA Formation and Aging

[10] SOA formation from a‐pinene and ageing were
carried out at Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) during the Mul-
tiple Chamber Aerosol Chemistry and Aging Study
(MUCHACHAS) campaign in a 27 m3 Teflon reaction
chamber. The general procedure in the MUCHACHAS
experiments was to generate SOA from ozonolysis of
a‐pinene without addition of an OH scavenger, allow
SOA to stabilize and then expose it to OH radicals to
observe changes caused by OH aging. The smog chamber at
PSI has been described in detail by Paulsen et al. [2005],
and the smog chamber operation during the MUCHACHAS
campaign has been described by Tritscher et al. [2011], but
will be briefly outlined in the following.
[11] A summary of all experiments is given in Table 1.

The temperature in the smog chamber was approximately
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20°C. The chamber was humidified to a relative humidity of
50%–60% before introducing first 150–500 ppb ozone and
then a‐pinene. The relative humidity level is comparable to
previous studies [e.g., Duplissy et al., 2008; Jurányi et al.,
2009]. In some experiments, extra amounts of ozone were
added to ensure that oxidation of the full amount of
precursor occurred fast, before particulate material was lost
to the smog chamber walls.
[12] A known amount of a‐pinene (either 1.8 or 7.2 ml)

was evaporated by heating it to 80°C in a glass sampling
bulb and flushing it into the chamber with purified air,
resulting in a nominal concentration of a‐pinene in the
smog chamber of either 10 or 40 ppb, calculated from the
volume of injected a‐pinene, assuming a smog chamber
volume of 27 m3. No seed aerosol was used in any of the
experiments. The first section of each experiment consisted
of the preparation of SOA from ozonolysis of a‐pinene.
During the second part of the experiments an OH source
was added, instigating condensation and aging mediated by
OH. In one type of experiments an OH source was not
added (experiments a–d in Table 1). Two OH sources were
used; either ozonolysis of tetramethylethylene (TME, sys-
tematic name: 2,3‐dimethyl‐2‐butene; experiments e–i in
Table 1) in the dark or photolysis of HONO, either with or
without the addition of NO (experiments j–l and m–n in

Table 1, respectively). Solar light was simulated with four
xenon arc lamps (16 kW total). HONO was added continu-
ously for approximately 1 h before the lights were turned on
until lights were turned off. The injection system of HONO
was designed according to Taira and Kanda [1990]; the level
of HONO was measured by a Long Path Absorption Pho-
tometer (LOPAP) to be approximately 15–20 ppbv [Heland
et al., 2001]. Furthermore, during some experiments, the
lights were occasionally cycled on and off (see Table 1) to
evaluate the effect of light induced chemistry. TME was
injected continuously from a gas cylinder (Messer, 1000 ppm
(by moles) TME in N2) at a flow rate of 10 ml/min. Ozone
was present in excess prior to TME addition.

3.2. Instruments

[13] SOA was characterized with the Aerodyne high‐
resolution time‐of‐flight aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS)
[DeCarlo et al., 2006] and a continuous‐flow streamwise
thermal‐gradient CCN counter (DMT CCNC‐100) [Roberts
and Nenes, 2005]. The CCNC was used to determine the
size‐dependent critical supersaturation of SOA. Particles
leaving the smog chamber were dried in a diffusion drier
containing Silica Gel and sent through a neutralizer and a
differential mobility analyzer (DMA, custom built, equiva-
lent to TSI, model 3071) which was operated with an aerosol

Table 1. Summary of Smog Chamber Experiments

Experiment Date
a‐Pinene

Conc.,b ppb

Ozone SC Lights
OH Sourcea

(HONO/TME) Dry Size (CCN)
Diameter, nm CommentsTime,c h Conc., ppb ONc OFFc ONc OFFc

No Additional OH Source
a 6 Feb 10 0 200 3.25 5.3 – – 100

7.25 9.3
b 14 Jan 40 0 200 4.8 7.0 – – – No CCN data
c 26 Jan 40 0 500 – – – – 125
d 18 Feb 40 0 500 – – – – 133 No AMS data

Dark OH Source (TME)
e 9 Feb 10 0 500 4.5 6.5 1.9 – 75–100

1.5 150 8.5 10.6
f 2 Feb 10 0 500 21.3 – 2.6 – 100

2.4 150 5.8
7.4 150

g 28 Jan 40 0 500 – – 1.6 24.7 – No CCN data
1.5 200

h 23 Feb 10 0 500 – – 3.2 9.8 59 No AMS data
i 25 Feb 10 0 500 5.9 8.5 1.6 6.3 59 No AMS data

Light OH Source (HONO), High NOx

jd 23 Jan 10 0 200 4.7 9.7 4.7 9.4 75–125
ke 13 Feb 40 0 150 4.7 8.9 4.7 8.9 95–113

1.2 100
lf 19 Jan 40 0 90 5.2 10.3 5.2 10.3 75–200

3.0 20

Light OH Source (HONO), Low NOx

m 11 Feb 10 0 250 2.7 4.7 2.7 4.7 75–100
1.9 50 6.8 9.3 6.8 9.2

n 21 Jan 10 0 150 4.6 8.9 4.6 8.3 100–125
0.5 50

aHONO was photolysed to produce OH (injection of HONO started ∼1 h before lights were turned on); TME reacted with ozone to produce OH.
bNominal concentration determined from the volume of injected a‐pinene, assuming a smog chamber volume of 27 m3.
cTime is hours after injection of a‐pinene.
dAt 4.5 h after a‐pinene injection: [NO] = 60 ppb.
eAt 4.3 h after a‐pinene injection: [NO] = 80 ppb.
fAt 5.1 h after a‐pinene injection: [NO] = 50 ppb.
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to sheath flow ratio of either 1:10 or 1:16. The DMA selected
a quasi‐monodisperse sample flow with a known dry diam-
eter (Ddry) which was then split between a condensation
particle counter (CPC, TSI 3022A) and the CCNC. The
CCNC was calibrated using dry ammonium sulfate particles;
measurements for the calibration were obtained regularly,
both before, during and after the series of smog chamber
experiments. During both calibrations and measurements,
the sheath flow of the CCNC was 0.450 l/min, and the
sample flow was 0.045 l/min, resulting in a flow ratio of
1:10.
[14] During experiments, the supersaturation in the CCNC

was varied stepwise between 0.05% and 2%, and the acti-
vated fraction fact, i.e., the ratio between the total number
concentration ([CN], measured with the CPC) and the
number concentration of activated particles ([CCN], mea-
sured with the CCNC), was depicted as a function of SS.
See Figure 1 for an example. SSc was determined by cor-
recting for doubly charged particles and fitting the data set
to a relaxed step function [Svenningsson and Bilde, 2008].
To avoid a high level of doubly charged particles, the
diameter of the monodisperse aerosol was mainly chosen to
be above the mode of the size distribution in the smog
chamber (diameter range 59–200 nm). The aerosol particle
size distribution (with diameters in the range 20–800 nm) was
measured with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). An
SSc measurement lasted approximately 20–30 min.
[15] For a given mass transfer coefficient of water vapor,

activated CCN will grow to cloud droplets of similar diam-
eter (Dwet) if exposed to the same supersaturation, not
depending on chemical composition. The optical particle
counter (OPC) of the CCNC measures droplet size and
can therefore assess growth kinetics of activating particles.
Some organic compounds can delay or even hinder water

uptake and activation [Nenes et al., 2001; Asa‐Awuku and
Nenes, 2007; Asa‐Awuku et al., 2009]. This effect was
evaluated by comparing Dwet (determined by the OPC) of
activated SOA to Dwet of activated ammonium sulfate par-
ticles (also determined from the OPC) at the same critical
supersaturation (similar to the approach of, e.g., Engelhart
et al. [2008] and Asa‐Awuku et al. [2009, 2010]). Since
the CCN activity of ammonium sulfate in general is different
from the CCN activity of SOA, the dry diameter of ammo-
nium sulfate particles activating at a given supersaturation
is different than the dry diameter of SOA activating at the
same supersaturation, but if CCN experiments are carried
out under identical conditions of instrument operation the
activated droplets will grow to the same size when detected
by the OPC. This technique is called threshold droplet
growth analysis (TDGA) [e.g., Bougiatioti et al., 2009].
The aim was therefore not to report the actual size of the
activated particles, but to detect any differences between
activated SOA and ammonium sulfate particles. Dwet of acti-
vated ammonium sulfate particles were determined for super-
saturations in the range 0.1%–0.9%, see Figure 2.
[16] The AMS measures the chemical composition of

nonrefractory components of submicron aerosols and has
been described in detail elsewhere [e.g., DeCarlo et al.,
2006; Canagaratna et al., 2007]. Briefly, the AMS uses
an aerodynamic lens to direct particles to a heated tungsten
surface (∼600°C) where the nonrefractory components are
vaporized and ionized with electron ionization at 70 eV. A
high‐resolution time‐of‐flight mass spectrometer records the
resulting mass spectrum. Data was processed in custom
software (Squirrel 1.47, http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez‐
group/ToFAMSResources/ToFSoftware/index.html). Oxy-
gen to carbon molar ratios (O/C) were calculated on the
high‐resolution mass spectra from the methods described by
Aiken et al. [2007, 2008], using only ion fragments gener-
ally associated with organic species. f44 was calculated from

Figure 1. Example of the determination of SSc (the super-
saturation at which 50% of the singly charged particles are
activated) of 100 nm secondary organic aerosol (SOA) par-
ticles produced in experiment e (see Table 1) approximately
7 h after a‐pinene injection. Experimental data (individual
points) are fitted to a relaxed step function (solid line).
Multiply charged particles are responsible for fact > 0 at low
supersaturations, while for high supersaturations, fact > 1 is
due to experimental uncertainties.

Figure 2. Droplet diameter of activated ammonium sulfate
particles (Dwet) determined from the optical particle counter
(OPC) as a function of SSc or dry particle diameter (Ddry).
The solid line is an empirical fit (sigmoidal function).
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the unit mass resolution data as the mass ratio of m/z 44 to
total organic signal excluding nominally inorganic frag-
ments. On the basis of measurements for high mass con-
centration (before significant SOA amounts were lost to the
chamber walls), the standard deviation of 1 h of measure-

ment was approximately 0.0005 in experiments with a
precursor concentration of 40 ppb (see Table 1) and 0.001
for experiments with a precursor concentration of 10 ppb
(greater mass concentration and higher signal in the 40 ppb
experiments are the reasons for the improved precision).
[17] Fourteen experiments were carried out in the smog

chamber, and in nine of them both the AMS and the CCNC
were successfully operated. In two experiments, no CCNC
data were available (experiments b and g; see Table 1), and
in three experiments no AMS data were available (experi-
ments d, h, and i; see Table 1).

4. Results and Discussion

[18] Figure 3 shows � and the contribution of the AMS
mass fragment m/z 44 to the total organic signal (f44) as a
function of time for the four types of experiments performed.
It is clear that a high precursor concentration (40 ppb, red
lines/points) corresponds to a low f44, as has been previously
observed in several chamber studies [e.g., Duplissy et al.,
2008; Shilling et al., 2009; Massoli et al., 2010]. The value
of f44 is 7%–12%, which is in the same range as reported in
previous studies of photo‐oxidation [Duplissy et al., 2008]
and ozonolysis of a‐pinene [George and Abbatt, 2010;
Poulain et al., 2010; Lambe et al., 2011a], and it increases
slightly with time. We attribute this increase to condensation
of higher oxidation state compounds generated from second
generation chemistry and possibly also heterogeneous oxi-
dation of SOA. However, the latter mechanism is expected to
be significantly slower due to diffusion limitations [Lambe et
al., 2009]. No clear temporal trend beyond experimental
uncertainties is observed for �. This is consistent with the
results of Jurányi et al. [2009]. Physical properties influ-
encing � include molecular weight, density, activity coeffi-
cient, surface tension and solubility of SOA. The effects of
solubility and activity coefficient on � are assumed to be
negligible within the studied range of experimental condi-
tions [e.g., Petters et al., 2009b; Lambe et al., 2011b],
whereas fragmentation or oligomerization leading to for-
mation of low‐ or high‐molecular‐weight species may have
strong effect on �, as may surface tension depression [e.g.,
Petters et al., 2009a; Lambe et al., 2011b]. However, the
evolution of such properties during particle aging was evi-
dently not strong enough to influence CCN derived �.

Figure 3. The contribution of the AMS mass fragment m/z
44 to the total organic signal, f44 (solid lines, right axis) and
� (symbols, left axis) with (a) periods of lights on but no
additional OH source (experiments a–d), (b) ozonolysis of
tetramethylethylene (TME) as OH source (experiments e–i),
(c) photolysis of HONO as OH source with addition of
NO (experiments j–l), and (d) photolysis of HONO as OH
source (no addition of NO) (experiments m–n). All experi-
ments start with ozonolysis of a‐pinene. Arrows indicate
when lights are turned on (orange arrows) and off (black
arrows) and when an OH source is added (green arrows).
Solid lines and symbols represent experiments with low
precursor concentration (10 ppb) and red lines and symbols
represent experiments with high precursor concentration
(40 ppb). Estimated uncertainties in � are shown as shading.
Letters a–n refer to experiments listed in Table 1.
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[19] It should be noted that AMS data are integrated over
all particle sizes, whereas � is determined from monodis-
perse particle distributions. This may induce uncertainties,
since the chemical composition may not be identical for all
particle sizes. As the DMA coupled to the CCNC was set to
select particles above the mode of the size distribution in the
smog chamber, during most experiments the number of
particles in the smog chamber with diameters greater than
the one selected with the DMA was so small that their
contribution to the total volume was <50% (data not shown).
However, to the extent that the SOA is in equilibrium with
semivolatile organic components, the chemical composition
should be independent of particle size.
[20] As listed in Table 1, during several experiments lights

were turned on. In experiments j–n, this was done to insti-
gate photolysis of HONO (OH source). In the remaining
experiments, lights were turned on and off to explore the
differences between light and dark chemistry. This is indi-
cated in Figure 3 by green, orange and black arrows.
However, also in these cases, light leads to the formation of
OH radicals by photolysis of ozone and photolysis of
aldehydic products. In Figures 3a and 3b lights being on
causes an increase in f44 but no change in �. In Figures 3c
and 3d a pronounced increase in f44 is seen, simultaneous
with the lights being turned on (except the second “light on”

in experiment m), which initiates condensation of newly
formed products from OH reactions. Tritscher et al. [2011]
distinguishes between four phases during each smog
chamber experiment: First, formation of SOA during the
first 1–2 h followed by aging (termed “ripening”), which is
proceeded by condensation and ripening by the addition of
an OH source. The growth factor derived � values were
found to increase during condensation and remain constant
during ripening. This was observed for both the ozonolysis
and the OH reaction regimes. As seen in Figure 4, the
addition of HONO and light, NOx or TME does not appear
to influence the CCN derived hygroscopicity parameter �
beyond experimental uncertainties. Figure 4a compares the
critical supersaturation as a function of dry particle diameter
(Ddry) for all CCN experiments to a line of constant � (0.10).
Figure 4b shows � as a function of Ddry. Since Figure 3
shows no significant dependency of � on precursor con-
centration or OH exposure, an average � = 0.11 ± 0.02 is
determined. This is consistent with other studies of SOA
produced from a‐pinene in smog chambers [e.g., Prenni
et al., 2007; Duplissy et al., 2008; Jurányi et al., 2009;
George and Abbatt, 2010] and with the growth factor derived
� for SOA produced in the PSI smog chamber during the
MUCHACHAS campaign, which has recently been reported
by Tritscher et al. [2011].
[21] However, � is not constant for all Ddry but slightly

smaller (down to approximately 0.06) for the largest
diameters. This may be related to the fact that in general
� is slightly dependent on water activity [Petters and
Kreidenweis, 2007; Petters et al., 2009b], and that water
activity at activation depends on Ddry.
[22] Furthermore, the uncertainty of � was greater for the

largest particles (see Figure 4b). This is because these acti-
vated at very low critical supersaturation, close to the limit of
the supersaturation range of the CCNC. A slight decrease in
growth factor derived � with increasing dry particle size
(with diameters in the range 50–150 nm) was also reported

Figure 4. (a) Critical supersaturation and (b) single hygro-
scopicity parameter � as a function of dry particle diameter
(Ddry) for all cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) experi-
ments during all smog chamber experiments. Uncertainties
for each individual point are given by error bars.

Figure 5. Hygroscopicity parameter � for particles with
dry diameter in the range 59–200 nm as a function of the
oxygen to carbon molar ratio (O/C). Uncertainties are shown
as shading. An unweighted least squares fit and coefficient
of linear correlation [Taylor, 1997] are shown and com-
pared to the correlations and data points reported by Chang
et al. [2010], Massoli et al. [2010], and Lambe et al.
[2011b].
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by Tritscher et al. [2011], although the variation did not
exceed experimental uncertainty.
[23] Figure 5 shows � as a function of the oxygen to

carbon molar ratio, O/C. All � values for particles with
diameters between 59 and 200 nm are included in Figure 5.
Considering the experimental uncertainties, it is not possible
to establish a clear connection between O/C and �. Never-
theless, an unweighted least squares linear fit results in � =
(0.071 ± 0.02) · (O/C) + (0.0785 ± 0.009) for 59 nm < Ddry <
200 nm and 0.3 < O/C < 0.6. All data obtained from the
present study are well fit by a straight line, regardless of the
presence and type of OH source, and the dependence of � on
O/C is weak (Figure 5).
[24] Chang et al. [2010] also determined an empirical

correlation between O/C and � for the organic component of
ambient aerosols, �org = (0.29 ± 0.05) · (O/C) for 0.3 < O/C <
0.6 (0.07 < f44 < 0.12); shown in Figure 5. This parameter-
ization has a steeper slope resulting in higher � for O/C >
0.36. The overall � value of 0.15 for the entire organic
fraction, reported by Chang et al. [2010], is also greater than
the measured � values depicted in Figure 5, and even greater
is � of the oxygenated organic fraction, which Chang et al.
[2010] reports as 0.22 ± 0.04 (determined by assuming the
unoxygenated organic fraction is nonhygroscopic). How-
ever, the study by Chang et al. focused on particles sampled
from ambient air, which may account for the deviation
from SOA generated from ozonolysis/photochemistry of
a‐pinene.
[25] Lambe et al. [2011b] found a relation between O/C

and � of SOA generated from oxidation of a variety of
precursors under exposure to OH and determined the fol-
lowing relation: �org = (0.17 ± 0.04) · (O/C) + 0.04, which is
also shown in Figure 5 together with the measured � for
SOA from oxidation of a‐pinene. Although the parameter-
ization is based on the properties of SOA generated from
many different precursors, it agrees well with the data

obtained from ozonolysis of a‐pinene in the present study,
as does the data points for O/C < 0.5 reported by Lambe
et al. [2011b].
[26] A recent chamber study [Massoli et al., 2010] indi-

cates that the relation between CCN derived � and O/C for
SOA generated from oxidation of 40–80 ppb a‐pinene with
an OH exposure of up to 1012 molecules · cm−3 · s is
nonuniform. In particular, the dependency between O/C and
� value is strongest at high O/C (O/C > 0.75), whereas the
response of � to changes of O/C is rather insignificant at
O/C < ∼0.5. Furthermore, Massoli et al. [2010] conclude
that � at a certain O/C also depends on the precursor
experimental conditions, such as OH exposure. For com-
parison, the data points obtained byMassoli et al. [2010] for
a‐pinene SOA in the range 0.3 < O/C < 0.55 are shown in
Figure 5. These � values are also largely independent of O/C
in this range of O/C values, but higher than the � values
observed in the present study.Massoli et al. [2010] generated
SOA from OH oxidation in the absence of NOx. The
observed difference in � at comparable O/C could partially
be caused by difference in chemistry, due to this experi-
mental procedure. Weak sensitivity of CCN derived � to O/C
is observed in the range 0.3 < O/C < 0.6 consistent with
Massoli et al. [2010] and in contrast to the sensitivity of
HTDMA derived � to O/C [Duplissy et al., 2011; Tritscher
et al., 2011]. The discrepancy between water uptake at
subsaturated conditions and CCN activity has previously
been examined, and has been linked to nonideal interactions
at low water activities [Petters et al., 2009b]. However,
although CCN derived � versus O/C has a rather flat plateau
in the studied range (0.3 < � < 0.6), � depends more strongly
on O/C beyond this range. For example, at very low O/C � is
minimal, which is related to low solubility, whereas a steep
relationship was observed for O/C > 0.75, probably due to
fragmentation after high OH exposure resulting in the pro-
duction of species with low molar weight [Massoli et al.,
2010; Lambe et al., 2011b].

Figure 6. Droplet diameter of activated particles (Dwet)
determined from the OPC as a function of critical supersat-
uration for SOA particles with diameters in the range 59–
200 nm. The individual points from smog chamber experi-
ments are compared to the average droplet size obtained
from ammonium sulfate (AS) calibrations (valid in the
supersaturation range 0.1% to 0.9%; see Figure 2).

Figure 7. Diameter of activated SOA particles (symbols)
as a function of time for four different dry particle sizes
compared to the diameter of activated ammonium sulfate
particles with the same critical supersaturation, assuming
�SOA = 0.11 (horizontal lines).
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[27] Kuwata et al. [2011] evaluated the effect of thermo-
denuder treatment on CCN activity as a function of O/C in
the range ∼0.4 < O/C < ∼0.5 for SOA generated from ozo-
nolysis of a‐pinene. Particles exposed to a low temperature
in the thermodenuder (25°C) did not exhibit any correlation
between � and O/C within the studied range. However, for
particles exposed to high temperatures (up to 100°C) in the
thermodenuder, � depended strongly on both temperature
and organic particle mass concentration, Morg. The inter-
pretation of this behavior was that evaporation of high‐
volatility species in the thermodenuder was accompanied by
oligomerization, increasing the fraction of low‐volatility
oligomers. The high effective molar mass of the produced
oligomers significantly decreased CCN activity. This effect
was deemed more important at low Morg, because SOA
under these conditions contained a mix of functional groups
(aldehydes and ketones), more favorable to oligomerization.
[28] The effect of organics on the growth kinetics of the

activating SOA particles is explored in Figure 6, where
Dwet, the wet diameter of the activated particles measured by
the OPC, is plotted as a function of SSc, both for ammonium
sulfate particles (black line) and for SOA (individual
points). The droplet diameter of activated SOA does not
differ significantly from that of ammonium sulfate. This is
in agreement with the findings of Engelhart et al. [2008].
Figure 7 shows Dwet as a function of time after the start of
ozonolysis of a‐pinene for four different dry particle dia-
meters (individual points). For comparison the Dwet of
ammonium sulfate particles after activation at the same SSc
(assuming �SOA = 0.11) is also shown (horizontal lines). No
trend beyond experimental uncertainty is observed.

5. Conclusions

[29] The CCN derived � of SOA, generated from ozo-
nolysis of a‐pinene and aged under a variety of experi-
mental conditions, has been determined and compared to
O/C and to f44, derived from AMS measurements. f44
decreases with increasing precursor concentration and
increases with chemical aging, but � (derived from CCN
activation experiments) does not depend either on the oxi-
dative process, e.g., precursor concentration, the presence of
anOH source or NOx, or type and extent of chemical aging for
the investigated experimental conditions. � derived from
CCN activation experiments is largely independent of O/C in
the range of 0.3 < O/C < 0.6 (0.07 < f44 < 0.12), although a
slight increase in � as a function of O/C is indicated by an
empirical least squares fit. However, the experimental
uncertainties are too great to establish a relationship between
the two parameters. This is in contrast to a clear dependence
of hygroscopic growth factors at RH < 100% on O/C, which
has previously been reported in literature. Growth kinetics of
the activating SOA particles are comparable to ammonium
sulfate and are not hindered by SOA or influenced by
chemical aging.
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